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Tohoku earthquake and tsunami: most powerful quake to hit
Japan and one of the five most powerful quakes in the world in recorded
history (records start in 1900). 9.0 on Richter scale.

Earthquake followed by tsunami of up to 115 feet in places.

15,800 deaths, 6100 injured, 2800 people missing

World Bank estimate of $235B in damage, most expensive natural disaster in history

. 













Plant has six, boiling water reactors of American design. Combined electrical generating 
power of 4.7 GWe. 

Before quake, units 1, 2, 3 operational, unit 4 de-fueled, units 5 and 6 in maintenance
shutdown. At time of quake units 1, 2, and 3 scrammed.

Cooling systems came on-line, but then came tsunami.  43-49 foot tsunami easily
topped the 19 foot seawall barrier designed to protect plant. Buildings containing diesel
generators and electrical switching systems flooded. Takes nine days to connect
pumps to outside power largely because electrical panels are flooded and release of 
radiation. 



LOCA – Loss of Cooling Accident

Details differ by unit, but all three units fail to control temperature of core and they
all melt down to greater or lesser degree over three day period. Permission to use
seawater delayed possibly because doing so will end use of plant. Seawater with
added boric acid eventually used on all units.

Loss of power means loss of some instrumentation and some electrical control systems.
Workers have to manually manipulate valves in radioactive environment. One worker 
receives 10 rem dose.  Three workers step into radioactive water in basement and
receive beta burns and are hospitalized.

Hydrogen explosions occur (3:36PM March 12th in unit 1, 6:30AM March 16th in unit 2,
11:15AM March 14th in unit 3). Fifteen workers injured. Damage to buildings very visible
on TV but not very significant. However, still unknown amount of damage to
containment vessels.  

Ambiguous evidence of uncontrolled chain reaction in damaged cores.

Loss of cooling to spent fuel storage tanks. Ambiguous evidence of fuel rod breach in
unit 4 storage pool. Ambiguous evidence of uncontrolled chain reaction in unit 4
spent fuel storage tank.



Factors that contributed to accident

Lack of a “culture of safety.”

The plant was not originally designed for such an intense quake, nor was action taken
when both a Japanese and an IAEA report raised concerns about the issue of 
flooding of generator rooms three years earlier. (Some years previously, unit 1 had a
flood in the generator room due to a leak and little action was taken.) Three backup
generators were installed uphill of the plant but the electrical switches were located
in the original generator rooms. Report that predicted possibility of large tsunami was
not acted on.

Regulators could look forward to cushy jobs at power companies if they did not 
cause companies too many regulatory problems.





Total radioactivity released into environment about 1/10 that of Chernobyl, 

contaminated area also about 1/10 that of Chernobyl. Significant releases

into the ocean.

300,000 people relocated, 12+ mile radius exclusion zone.  

No acute radiation sickness fatalities. Consumption of milk stopped, so expect many 

fewer thyroid cancers than Chernobyl. Unlikely that there will be any statistically 

significant observation of any increase in cancer. One estimate, based on the linear, 

no-threshold model is 130 excess deaths.

Still leaking. Full cleanup planned to take 40 years. Estimates of $13 billion to clean 

up contaminated areas. 



Death rate by source of total energy

Energy Source                 Death Rate (deaths per TWh)
Coal – world average     161 (26% of world energy, 50% of electricity)
Coal – China                     278
Coal – USA                          15
Oil                                         36  (36% of world energy)
Natural Gas                          4  (21% of world energy)
Biofuel/Biomass               12
Peat                                      12
Solar (rooftop)                    0.44 (less than 0.1% of world energy)
Wind                                       0.15 (less than 1% of world energy)
Hydro                                     1.4  (2.2% of world energy, but 0.1 if remove

one horrific accident)
Nuclear                                  0.04 (5.9% of world energy)

Many deaths due to air pollution. Does not include effects of global 
warming. Data taken from World Health Organization (WHO) and
compiled by blogger at http://nextbigfuture.com/2011/03/deaths-per-
twh-by-energy-source.html. Note many fossil fuel deaths (2/3) are due 
to indoor use for cooking and heat. 
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Color radiated depends on (absolute) temperature:

Sun is hot and its peak output is what we perceive as visible light



Infrared images



Recall your experiences with blankets:

Warm

Cold



Earth

Atmosphere

Warm

Cold

Atmosphere acts like blanket but with a twist



Role of “greenhouse gases”



Greenhouse gases (GHG) transmit light in the visible, but absorb and
emit light in the infrared

Principle greenhouse gases in the Earth’s atmosphere:
• Water vapor (H2O)
• Carbon dioxide (CO2)
• Methane (CH4)

Water vapor controlled by temperature. CH4 breaks down to H2O and CO2

with a lifetime of 12 years. CO2 remains in the atmosphere for 30-90 years
(some longer).

Even the cleanest burning of fossil fuels takes carbon buried for millions of
years and adds it to atmosphere in form of CO2.



Evidence for global warming:

Sea level rise
Global sea level rose about 17 centimeters (6.7 inches) in the last 
century. The rate in the last decade, however, is nearly double that of 
the last century.

Global temperature rise
All three major global surface temperature reconstructions show that 
Earth has warmed since 1880. Most of this warming has occurred since 
the 1970s, with the 20 warmest years having occurred since 1981 and 
with all 10 of the warmest years occurring in the past 12 years. Even 
though the 2000s witnessed a solar output decline resulting in an 
unusually deep solar minimum in 2007-2009, surface temperatures 
continue to increase.

Warming oceans
The oceans have absorbed much of this increased heat, with the top 
700 meters (about 2,300 feet) of ocean showing warming of 0.302 
degrees Fahrenheit since 1969.





Shrinking ice sheets
The Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets have decreased in mass. Data from 
NASA's Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment show Greenland lost 150 to 
250 cubic kilometers (36 to 60 cubic miles) of ice per year between 2002 and 
2006, while Antarctica lost about 152 cubic kilometers (36 cubic miles) of ice 
between 2002 and 2005.

Declining Arctic sea ice
Both the extent and thickness of Arctic sea ice has declined rapidly over the last 
several decades.

Glacial retreat
Glaciers are retreating almost everywhere around the world — including in the 
Alps, Himalayas, Andes, Rockies, Alaska and Africa.



Extreme events
The number of record high temperature events in the United States has 
been increasing, while the number of record low temperature events has 
been decreasing, since 1950. The U.S. has also witnessed increasing 
numbers of intense rainfall events.

Ocean acidification
Since the beginning of the Industrial Revolution, the acidity of surface 
ocean waters has increased by about 30 percent. This increase is the 
result of humans emitting more carbon dioxide into the atmosphere and 
hence more being absorbed into the oceans. The amount of carbon 
dioxide absorbed by the upper layer of the oceans is increasing by about 
2 billion tons per year.

(source: http://climate.nasa.gov/evidence/)



Correlation of temperature with concentration of CO2



Controversy

• Correlation is not causation
• Evidence for causation are complex computer models
• Predictions of consequences are also results of complex computer models
• Remediation has large economic costs and requires international cooperation


